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In Q2 2020, the coronavirus pandemic moved the production of our shows to remote 
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What is your show? What is 
broadcast's 
date?

Provide a brief narrative description of the issue(s) 
discussed

How did you determine this to be 
important to the community?

Outloud Orlando 4/14/2020 In this episode we discuss COVID 19 and the impact it is 
having on local businesses. Also discussed is an article 
about a TSA agent having issues with someone 
transgendered, a segment called Your Gay History that 
describes LGBTQ+ events of the past and shoutouts to 
local friends and performers. The state of Virginia passed 
a LGBTQ+ friendly Civil Rights Law.

COVID 19 has affected local businesses 
and even the college. Trans rights are a 
topic of heavy discussion not just locally 
but nationally. It is important to know 
history and past events that are not 
common knowledge.

Outloud Orlando 4/21/2020 This week we talk about COVID some more, this time in 
relation Quarantine Baking and how the virus affected the 
cast on Ellen when the show moved to remote filming. 
Also regarding COVID we talk about our opinions of public 
health versus rights. Pride parades are being postponed 
and cancelled due to COVID

Our newest cast member Steven the 
Stewardess has begun baking since 
quarantined, as well as many other 
people as they are at home more. Risks 
are an option that each of us take in 
many forms in life but through this 
pandemic where does one's rights end 
and when does public health take 
priority? This is discussed in many 
houses and we give our input. People in 
the LGBTQ+ community plan 
vacations around Pride but with COVID 
many events are cancelled or postponed, 
locally, so we give out information of 
postponements, cancellations and ways 
to still virtually take part in a Pride event.
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Outloud Orlando 4/28/2020 Sometimes heterosexual men have bizarre ideas of what 
is considered gay so we dive into that topic and what they 
think the pass phrase is. It is Giving Tuesday Now so we 
give shout outs to local small businesses in the local area. 
The Bisexual Pride flag is in legal woes.

Not only is vernacular different in different 
cultures but some things that are 
perceived to be gay are so silly that it 
needs discussed to end stigma. With 
COVID closing and lessening businesses 
locally Giving Tuesday Now is the perfect 
day to promote local businesses. The 
color scheme on the Bisexual Pride flag 
is being claimed as copywritten and it is a 
discussion that locals developing a logo 
or flag can learn what to avoid or expect.

Outloud Orlando 4/28/2020 A study finds that vivid dreams are common during 
COVID and isolation. A star studded event was held to 
benefit LGBT+ centers. Lesbian chickens take over 
Twitter.

Since locally everyone is being affected 
we feel that speaking about our own vivid 
dreams or lack of can help a listener 
understand if they are having detailed 
dreams during times of stress. Many 
LGBT+ centers across the United States 
receive funding through Benefits like the 
one held in Los Angeles. While COVID is 
real and a heavy topic, lightening it up 
with a story of lesbian chickens helps 
lessen the emotional stress and worries. 
A female chicken took to another and 
they became inseparable.



Outloud Orlando 5/12/2020 Cast member Jose the Consultant gets a COVID antibody 
test and explains the process. At a New York City house 
party, attendees were crowded and on video showing 
risky behavior for COVID. Would you take an Uber or ride 
share during the current health crisis?

Many local testing sites have opened so 
hearing an account of someone who had 
a test done can help listeners who are 
anxious about getting a test. House 
parties are happening all over, even 
locally, and posting pictures of them on 
social media shows who is being risky 
and shows by example what not to do to 
lessen risks. Uber, Lyft, cabs and other 
ride sharing services are still being used 
locally and all over so what precautions 
that should be looked for to lessen your 
own risks can be helpful.

Outloud Orlando 5/12/2020 The President of Brazil is openly anti-gay yet their 
Supreme Court lifted a gay/bi blood donation ban. Florida 
has it's own version of the New York City house party that 
was dubbed the Rona Rave. Amazon defends the gays 
over a Twitter Spongebob meme.

Memes are a huge part of today's culture 
so memes that are hurtful or offensive to 
a sect of people should be known, as well 
as the companies that stick up for either 
side of the debate. As mentioned last 
week about the house party in New York 
City, this brings the same type of incident 
to Florida and exposes it happening all 
over. Gay/Bi donation bans are also tied 
in to our country and locale as we have it 
lifted but with restrictions.



Outloud Orlando 5/19/2020 Anti-gay vandalism occurred at the LGBT+ Center 
Orlando and other Central Florida places. Entertainment 
Weekly releases Pride cover to controversy. With local 
incidents we discuss negative perceptions of local 
businesses driven by the media associating negative 
news with a business.

The vandalism is being done locally by a 
hate group and is something that needs 
known so everyone knows to be aware of 
their surroundings and report anything 
seen as suspicious. With Pride month 
approaching we discuss the EW cover 
and how the controversy relates to 
exclusion. This replays to listeners the 
importance of awareness of everyone 
and leaves an Easter egg to the next 
episode where we discuss a hypothetical 
mural of local Orlando leaders.

Outloud Orlando 5/26/2020 June is approaching which is Pride month. We expand on 
the Entertainment Weekly Pride cover of a mural and 
relate it to our Orlando area. Some of our friends are 
unable to get back to work while some businesses are still 
closed so we give back to local performers, entertainers 
and virtual shows by promoting them.

Pride month is an important month in our 
community. With COVID 19 changing 
things up this year we decided to give 
time to honor local Activists and Leaders 
in our community and tell why we feel the 
way we do. Giving out names and ways 
to follow local talent if the listeners 
chooses to helps listeners to find new 
local artists as well as helps the artists in 
this rough time for them.

Outloud Orlando 6/2/2020 This episode is to spotlight the cast with whatever they 
want to talk about after the host, CrayCJayC John, 
shames himself with a story of his past. Thom talks about 
HIV Activist Larry Kramer. Steven talks about Black Lives 
Matter from a personal standpoint. Jose talks about the 
recent SpaceX launch.

For me to shame myself with a silly story 
of the past that could be embarrassing 
lets listeners know that it is okay to laugh 
at yourself. Larry Kramer is well known in 
the HIV community and recently passed 
away. The recent SpaceX launch lifted off 
from Cape Canaveral. With the recent 
events in Missouri it is important to hear 
all perspectives and Steven gives a 
heartfelt perspective from a black man.



Outloud Orlando 6/3/2020 It is CrayCJayC John's birthday and what he wants is to 
hear each cast member's self shaming stories and make 
it a game. Jose had to explain gay vernacular to his 
mother which coincides with one of Thom's stories and 
CrayCJayC tells of growing up in a Funeral Home.

With the heaviness of COVID 19 this 
episode to shed lightheartedness into the 
community. We shame ourselves with 
embarrassing stories of our pasts in order 
for listeners to escape the world and have 
a giggle on our account.Also Your Gay 
History segment is about the first gay doll, 
which at one time was being sold locally.

Outloud Orlando 6/16/2020 It is National Fudge Day so we play a game called What's 
the Fudge? We each state three things about ourselves 
but one of the three are a lie or fudge. The others have to 
guess the lie or fudge.

This is another lighthearted episode with 
the intention of being mindless 
entertainment to escape the heaviness in 
the world. Everyone loves fudge too so as 
a play on words we play this game for 
listeners to also learn more about each 
cast member. Steven joined us again so 
helps segue last episode to this one by 
self shaming himself.

Interview 6/19/2020 Rollins Professor of Philosphy and Religion Dr. Eric Smaw 
was interviewed to discuss racism, police brutality, and 
the current movement of global protests.

News regarding Black Lives Matter is in 
the forefront, and this interview intended 
to inform listeners about the purpose of 
the movement.

Interview 6/19/2020 Dr. Bahiyyah Maroon was interviewed to discuss the 
historical moment of Black Lives Matter, and the histories 
in our own backyard that relate to the current 
conversation.

News regarding Black Lives Matter is in 
the forefront, and this interview intended 
to inform listeners about the purpose of 
the movement.

Interview 6/19/2020 Chad Sterling, creater of the podcast the Anansi 
Chonicles, was interviewed about his show, which is 
based on the history of the transatlantic slave trade. His 
work has taken on new meaning with the current Black 
Lives Matter movement, and he discussed how his 
approach to the work is now informed by the world's 
awareness of these issues.

News regarding Black Lives Matter is in 
the forefront, and this interview intended 
to inform listeners about art that reflects 
the purpose of the movement.



Outloud Orlando 6/30/2020 World Pride happened over the weekend. Each of us tells 
of our favorite Pride memory. We give local shout outs to 
businesses and entertainers. We balance that with local 
call outs about observations at unnamed businesses 
during this second wave of COVID.

Since local bars closed again after a 
second COVID wave we talk about the 
businesses and performers that we see 
taking all precautions for the safety of 
themselves and customers/fans. In 
addition we speak about unnamed local 
businesses that have exhibited riskier 
behaviors at establishments. Both of 
these are discussed in order for 
community awareness.
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